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Using Competitive Advantage
Theory to Analyze IT Sectors in
Developing Countries: A Software
Industry Case Analysis
The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance for researchers and analysts
on when, why, and how to apply Porter’s competitive advantage theory to
analysis of IT sectors in developing countries. To date, this theory has been
rather poorly applied in such analysis, yet the question of how developing
countries—as latecomers—can create competitive advantage in IT industries
remains one of critical interest to policy makers, entrepreneurs, and international agencies. Understanding of IT sector growth is particularly important, in
light of its signiªcant potential contribution to economic development. From
the ªve IT sectors—goods, software, infrastructure, services, and content—
this paper focuses on software. Having provided a thorough explanation of
competitive advantage theory, it applies this theory to the case of India’s software industry, which it ªnds does have a competitive advantage, based on
variables such as ever-increasing advanced skills, domestic rivalry, clustering,
and government policy/vision.
To assist researchers, the paper identiªes emergent challenges to Porter’s
theory that can be resolved relatively easily but also some less tractable
problems around the issues of government policy, processes of upgrading/
innovation, and local/global linkages. All these require some identiªed amendments to Porter’s original ideas. Nonetheless, Porter’s theory is seen to be a
valuable tool for development informatics/ICT4D research, applicable to a variety of IT sectors—not just software—and offering answers to questions about
whether sectors are competitive, why they are or are not competitive, and
what should be done to improve or sustain competitive advantage.

This paper focuses on application of Michael Porter’s theory of competitive advantage, based around his well-known “diamond” of determinants. Finding that Porter’s ideas have yet to be fully and critically applied
to issues of ICTs for development (ICT4D), it provides researchers and analysts with a guide to their application.
Porter’s theory can help analyze a number of ICT4D issues but the ªrst
section concentrates on the IT sectors in developing countries, looking
speciªcally at researching the software industry. Having explained Porter’s
theory in its second section, the paper therefore goes on to apply it to a
software sector case study, choosing the example of India as one of the
developing world’s best-known software industries. The paper’s ªnal section reºects on this application of Porter’s theory. It identiªes a number of
critiques and challenges that require some amendments to the theory if it
is to be effectively applied to analysis of IT sectors in developing countries.
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• Goods: production of ICT consumer goods
such as computer hardware and digital telecommunications, plus ICT producer goods:
both capital goods (e.g., automated machinery
for manufacturing PCs) and intermediate
goods (chips, motherboards, hard disk drives,
DVD drives, etc. used in computer manufacture).

• Software: design, production, and marketing
of packaged and customized software.

• Infrastructure: “development and operation of
enabling network infrastructure” (Wong 1998,
325); both foundational telecommunications
plus value-added networking services.

• Services: professional services not covered in
other categories such as consulting, training,
and technical services.
Figure 1. Typology of the IT sectors.

“Development” can mean many different things;
hence, the relationship between ICTs and development can be cast in many different ways. In this paper, the core interest is in economic development;
deªned largely in terms of increasing national and
per capita incomes. Economic development is typically seen to be predicated on key elements such
as growth and development in the primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors and (rather more contentiously) growth and development in trade (Thirlwall
2005). Given this focus, the central ICT4D issue
framing this paper will be the relation of the technology to the productive sectors and also, perhaps,
to trade.
One major way in which this relation occurs is
through what is typically called the “IT sector” or
“IT industry.” More accurately, we should probably
talk of “IT sectors,” because the production of information and communication technologies can be
broken down into ªve overlapping sectors (adapted
from Wong 1998 and Molla 2000; Figure 1):

• Content: production and distribution of data
content, including back-ofªce processing and
digitization.
The analytical approach used in this paper is usable
in all these sectors, but here we have space to focus
on only one. The IT sector chosen is the software industry. Impact studies show a variety of developmental impacts arising from the presence of an
active software sector in a developing country, including impacts making a direct contribution to economic development (Arora and Athreye 2002;
Kambhampati 2002; Carmel 2003a; Athreye 2005):

• Economic impacts: employment creation, income generation through wages, income generation through returns on capital investments,
export earnings, human capital formation
through skill development, and contributions
to productivity improvement.1

• Economic externalities: induced growth in supply institutions (such as hardware ªrms and educational establishments), related sectors (such
as IT-enabled services), and consumer sectors
(e.g., via developments in e-government and
e-commerce).

• Social/organizational externalities: demonstration effects of the beneªts of entrepreneurship
and operation of new organizational structures

1. For example, by the early part of the twenty-ªrst century, the Indian software industry contributed 2.5% of GDP, 5%
of all private sector employment, and 10% of exports (Kambhampati 2002; Arora and Gambardella 2004; Heeks and
Nicholson 2004).
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(such as ºatter hierarchies) and processes (such
as international standards of accounting or human resources management).
If the software sector in development thus deserves
to be the focus of research, what kind of research
issues should we be investigating? Some illustrations
include

• Information systems-in-development: analyzing
why information systems-in-development projects fail and seeking ways to improve the process of software development to reduce the
failure rate and, hence, improve the contribution that both software production and related
consumption can make to development. See,
for example, Heeks (2002), which draws on
concepts from the sociology of technology.

tion here has thus been “Why and how does the
software sector grow in a particular developing
country?” It is this question that will be addressed
below.
More generally there is a perceived need to understand the very varied performance of the software industry in different countries with the
experience of India and China contrasting with that
of other developing countries that have seen outcomes ranging from steady but ordinary growth
through slow growth to contraction of the software
industry (see, e.g., UNCTAD 2004). This would require a somewhat different research question—one
discussed later in this paper, though not directly—
“Why and how does the software sector develop
differently in different developing countries?”

• Management-in-development: analyzing the
particular structures and processes by which
software production in developing countries is
managed. Given the importance of software
exports via offshore outsourcing, this would include a focus on analyzing and seeking to improve offshore software projects. See, for
example, Heeks et al. (2001), which draws
from contingency theory to develop the
“COCPIT” framework of client-developer relations.

• Development impact: analyzing the range of
economic, social and political impacts of software sector development. See, for example,
Kambhampati (2002), which uses a checklist of
impacts.

• Business-in-development: analyzing the government policies, business strategies, and other
factors underlying growth and development of
the software sector in developing countries.
See, for example, Carmel (2003b), which uses
a checklist of success factors induced from case
data.
This paper follows the last research agenda—
understanding why and how the software sector
can grow—reºecting real-world outcomes and interests of policy makers, industry associations, and
others with a strategic perspective. There has been
very strong and continuous growth of the software
industry in some developing countries, such as India
and China, that many other countries would like to
understand and replicate. The central research ques-
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A number of different frameworks could be used to
research software industry growth. Heeks (1996), for
example, uses a development policy model of the
continuum from structuralist to neoliberal policy.
However, questions about sectoral growth more
commonly draw frameworks from the literature on
competitiveness and competitive advantage.
Wignaraja (2003, 15) characterizes that literature
into three perspectives:
1. “a macroeconomic perspective which deals
with internal and external balance at countrylevel and focuses on real exchange rate management as the principal tool for competitiveness;
2. a business strategy perspective which is concerned with rivalries between ªrms and countries and a limited role for public policies in
fostering competitiveness;
3. a technology and innovation perspective that
emphasises innovation and learning at the enterprise and national-levels and active public
policies for creating competitiveness.”
In this paper, the selected framework for analysis is
a well-known theory from within the second category of literature: Michael Porter’s theory of competitive advantage, as described in The Competitive
Advantage of Nations (1990). This is selected for a
number of reasons. First, it is well known and fairly
well established. There is thus an important hinterland of work explaining, critiquing, developing, and
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set of independent variables that
are the source of competitive advantage. Each of these will be
discussed in turn.

Figure 2. Determinants of competitive advantage.

applying the theory, including application to the
software sector in developing countries. Second, it is
relatively accessible, particularly thanks to the “diamond model” that can be seen as the core of the
theory. Third, it has been comparatively stable, with
later presentations (e.g., Porter 2001, 2002) differing relatively little from the original theory, probably
because the theory is “owned” by a single person.
Fourth, it overcomes some important limitations of
the macroeconomic perspective on competitiveness
while, at the same time, incorporating aspects of
the technology and innovation perspective.2
Porter’s theory will now be summarized. In presenting such work, it would be the norm to start
with a deªnition of key terms, particularly “competitiveness” and “competitive advantage.” Bizarrely
and frustratingly, Porter seems unable or unwilling
to pin himself down to a straightforward deªnition;
nor does he clearly distinguish between the two
concepts except to leave some general sense that
the latter is a somewhat more comparative concept
than the former.
Instead, both initial and later presentations break
the “competitiveness/competitive advantage” concept into two parts: a dependent variable that measures the outcome of competitive advantage and a

When discussing the competitiveness of nations, Porter’s focus is
on productivity—“The only
meaningful concept of competitiveness at the national level is
national productivity” (Porter
1990, 6)—measured in terms of
GDP per capita: “the best single,
summary measure of microeconomic competitiveness available
across all countries” (Porter
2002, 8).
However, when operationalizing his ideas to give country case
studies, he recognizes that it is not nations that
compete but ªrms, more particularly ªrms within
“speciªc industries and industry segments.” (Porter
1990, 9). Instead, though, of building up his cases
on the basis of measures of productivity within industries, “We chose as the best measures of international competitive advantage either (1) the
presence of substantial and sustained exports to a
wide array of other nations and/or (2) signiªcant
outbound foreign investment based on skills and assets created in the home country” (Porter 1990, 25).
For those assessing competitive performance, Porter,
therefore, offers a choice of one or more of: productivity, exports, and outbound investment.

Determinants of Competitive Advantage
Porter feels that one must look for the independent variables—the determinants of competitive
advantage—at industry or even segment level. His
ideas are therefore quite appropriate for those seeking to study at the level of an IT sector. These determinants, in part, can be summed up by a
“diamond” of four main determinant categories
(Figure 2; Porter 1990, 72).

2. Wignaraja’s contention that the latter perspective is distinct from the business strategy perspective is, therefore, debatable. Porter developed his model to make “improvement and innovation in methods and technology a central element” (1990, 20) and sees government policy, while one element among others, as being “vital” and “essential” (681).
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Each of these will now be discussed in some further detail.
Factor Conditions

Factors of production are “the inputs necessary to
compete in any industry” (Porter 1990, 76), which
Porter classiªes into human resources, physical resources (including natural resources but also location
and time zone), knowledge resources, capital resources, and infrastructure (including transport,
communications, and power). He moves beyond the
simple factor approaches of other models (such as
some used in economics) in a number of ways:

• The richness of categorization (Grant 1991):
where simple factor models might use just “labor,” “capital,” and “land,” Porter provides a
much richer perspective on production inputs.
He identiªes “basic factors . . . natural resources, climate, location, unskilled and semiskilled labor, and debt capital” and “advanced
factors . . . modern digital data communications infrastructure, highly educated personnel
. . . and university research institutes” (Porter
1990, 77) as well as “generalized factors . . .
the highway system, a supply of debt capital
. . . [that] can be deployed in a wide range of
industries” and “specialized factors [that] involve narrowly skilled personnel, infrastructure
with speciªc properties” and that have limited
applicability (78). Echoing the ideas of resource-based theory, he ªnds that the latter in
each category—i.e., the advanced and the specialized factors—are those that are more
signiªcant for competitive advantage, partly
because they are hardest to imitate. This applies especially in services where “less-skilled labor is usually unimportant” while “a nation’s
stock of specialized, skilled professional and
technical personnel is frequently vital” (256).

• Deployment and creation: for Porter, it is not
simply a question of a factor existing in an
economy; what is more important to competitive advantage is the way in which factors are
“created, upgraded and made more specialized
. . . [and] . . . how efªciently and effectively
they are deployed” (76). He thus takes both a
dynamic and process-oriented perspective on
factors (although his own studies tend to say
relatively little about how factors are actually
deployed within ªrms).
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• Factor disadvantages: from his ªeld data, Porter notes that some national industries succeed
despite the absence or weakness of a production factor. This he attributes to the pressures
for innovation that such a factor disadvantage
creates.
Demand Conditions

One theme of this determinant category is once
again that of moving beyond the assumptions of
simple economic models, which would concern
themselves mainly with market size. For Porter, market size is of relatively limited importance: he allows
that a large local market can encourage scale economies, and also that it may hinder export drive. Instead, what matters is the composition of demand,
speciªcally of domestic demand because, “where
foreign and home market needs diverge, signals
from the home market usually dominate” (1990,
87). The composition of domestic demand can be
factored in terms of

• The nature of the market such as its growth
rate, number of buyers, and the particular segments that dominate.

• How sophisticated and demanding local buyers
are.

• The relation of those buyers to global trends
and markets, with competitive advantage accruing if local buyers anticipate global demands and/or if they can provide channels for
internationalizing local demand (for example, if
they are multinationals).
The overall message is that the more innovative
pressure local buyers place on ªrms, which they do
more through qualitative than quantitative factors,
the greater the competitive advantage.
Related and Supporting Industries

As with demand, there is a domestic focus in this
determinant, which looks at “the presence in the
nation” of suppliers and others who are internationally competitive (Porter 1990, 100). Suppliers to the
focal industry are particularly important: if they are
competitive, they can supply the focal industry with
low-cost and/or high-quality and/or early-access inputs but they can also act in a less formal way by
giving new ideas, through joint problem-solving,
and generally by stimulating innovation.
Related industries (for any of the IT sectors one
could probably count most of the other IT sectors
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and also professional services such as management
consulting) can also help if they are competitive.
They can provide “information ºow and technical
interchange.” In addition, international demand for
what a related and competitive industry provides
can “pull through” demand for what the focal industry produces (e.g., a globally competitive consulting services industry could help pull through
demand for software services). In both cases, because of their proximity, lower transactions costs,
and “cultural similarity” (Porter 1990, 106), local
supply/related industries are more important than
foreign ones.
Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry

Retitled in later works “context for ªrm strategy and
rivalry,” in the original, this covers not just context
but also a number of other factors. Three main elements are identiªed:
1. Domestic ªrm strategy and structure: this begins with some clarity in arguing that “nations
will tend to succeed in industries where the
management practices and mode of organization favored by the national environment are
well suited to the industries’ sources of competitive advantage” (Porter 1990, 108). For example, the Italian “national environment”
seems to favor fragmented structures and
niche strategies. The elements that constitute
the national environment are quite broad,
though they would be readily recognizable to
those working from a new institutionalist perspective. They include “attitudes towards authority, norms of interpersonal interaction,
attitudes of workers towards management
and vice versa, social norms of individualistic
or group behavior, and professional standards.
These in turn grow out of the educational system, social and religious history, family structures, and many other often intangible but
unique national conditions” (1990, 109).
“Language skills,” “government policy,” and
“a nation’s political stance” are also seen to
play a role.
2. Goals: “Nations will succeed in industries
where . . . goals and motivations are aligned
with the sources of competitive advantage”
(1990, 110). For company goals, this alignment will be determined by “ownership structure, the motivation of owners and holders of
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debt, the nature of the corporate governance,
and the incentive processes that shape the
motivation of senior managers” (110). Incentive systems but also national attitudes toward
things like money, success, and risk will similarly inºuence alignment of individual goals.
Both will be affected by a sector’s national
prestige and priority and by the ability of sectoral actors to show sustained commitment to
building up the sector.
3. Domestic rivalry: where the other two elements are rather broad and loose, this is rather
clearer: “Among the strongest empirical
ªndings from our research is the association
between vigorous domestic rivalry and the creation and persistence of competitive advantage in an industry” (117). Where there are
several strongly-competing domestic rivals—
which support for new business formation will
foster—they push each other to seek out new
markets (often overseas), to compete on cost
and quality, to develop new products, and to
look for higher-order factors of production.
Inºuences on Competitive Advantage
The complete systemic map of determinants of competitive advantage must add in two further elements
that sit outside the diamond (Figure 3), chance and
government:

• Chance describes elements outside the control
of ªrms or sectors, such as wars or surges in
demand or major technological changes.
Chance is seen as lying outside the diamond
because it is the core determinants that decide
which nations or sectors gain or lose from
chance.

• Porter takes a similar line on government policy. It is an “important inºuence on competitive
advantage” (1990, 128) but lies outside the diamond because its role is as a positive or negative inºuence on the four determinants. Of
itself, he argues, government cannot create
competitive advantage.
Competitive Advantage System Dynamics
As will be noted below, some applications of Porter’s work do not seem to get beyond the diamond;
in particular, do not seem to get beyond applying
the diamond in a reductionist manner, ticking off
each of the four categories one by one. Porter, how-
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as globalization proceeds because
proximity is that which is resistant
to globalization.
Chronological Dynamics

Figure 3. System of competitive advantage.

ever, takes a holistic and systemic view of the diamond as “a mutually reinforcing system.” This adds
at least three further aspects to his theory.
Inter-relationship of Determinants

As denoted by the diamond’s arrows, each one of
the determinant categories impacts and is affected
by all of the other three categories. A full analysis of
competitive advantage in an industrial sector would
therefore take this into account possibly, as Porter
does (1990, 132–43), by systematically analyzing all
twelve of the possible inter-relations.
Clustering

Because of the importance of local related/supporting industries and of domestic rivalry, competitive
advantage is supported by clustering in both senses
of the word. First, as Porter uses the term, by the
development of a network of ªrms—suppliers, buyers, competitors, and collaborators—who stimulate
each other through rivalry but who also exchange
information and labor; build attention and reputation with investors, government, and customers;
and act as the catalyst for new entrants. Second, for
similar reasons, by the development of geographic
concentrations of ªrms that can thrive on the way in
which proximity fuels both determinants and their
interactions. Indeed, it is one of Porter’s key points
that “the local” becomes more, not less, important
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For Porter, a cross-sectional perspective on competitive advantage will be of some value, but a
longitudinal perspective will be
better because “the system is . . .
constantly in motion. The national industry continually
evolves” (1990, 144). From this,
Porter then builds to the notion
of stages of competitive development. As with other ideas, he
himself applies this at the level of
nation but it may well ªt more
comfortably at the analysis level
of interest here—the industrial
sector (see Figure 4, adapted
from WEF 2004).
There are three main stages:
1. Factor-driven, where an industry would draw
its advantage “almost solely from basic factors
of production” (Porter 1990, 547) such as natural resources or semiskilled labor. In this
stage, factor conditions are the only determinants that matter: domestic demand is modest
or nonexistent and, with foreign ªrms providing the source of technology and market access, issues of supporting/related industries do
not apply. Porter sees such industries as vulnerable and as a poor foundation for sustained
productivity growth. Most nations—particularly developing countries—have factor-driven
development as the genesis of most of their
competitive industries (either that or “unusually heavy local demand” (160)) but they then
remain stuck in the factor-driven stage.
2. Investment-driven: “In this stage, national
competitive advantage is based on the willingness and ability of a nation and its ªrms to invest aggressively” (Porter 1990, 548).
Investments are made in new technology (particularly foreign technology); in developing the
higher-skilled workers who can absorb, use,
and improve that technology; and in modern
infrastructure. Domestic rivalry helps drive this
on, but factor conditions—particularly more
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impetus to innovation, and the
capacity for new business formation.
Figure 4. Stages of economic development.

advanced/specialized factors and the means
for creating them domestically—remain important. Home demand conditions may still be relatively unimportant, but Porter sees best
prospects in those industries where home demand is supportive. Related/supporting industries remain relatively unimportant, with
continued reliance on foreign sources. Government may well play a substantial role in creating/upgrading factors, in temporary protection
to promote domestic competition, and in helping with technology acquisition. Porter sees
this as most likely to occur in relatively mature
sectors with high labor costs, fairly standardized products, and technology that is readily
transferable. At least from the perspective of
1990, he saw few signs of developing nations
having reached this stage.
3. Innovation-driven: now the full diamond is in
place—advanced factors are created and deployed, and there are strong supporting industries, sophisticated and internationalizing
demand, global strategies, and strong competition. Firms are innovating new product/process technologies and drawing in foreign
investment. Government’s role has changed to
a more indirect one that helps improve the
quality of domestic demand and that encourages local start-ups and other competitive
pressures. This is not a stage that Porter associates with any developing countries.3
Progress relies on elements such as factor creation
mechanisms (e.g., good universities), the motivation
of managers and staff to make money, vigorous domestic rivalry, upgrading of demand in the domestic
market, selective factor disadvantages that give an

Having identiªed competitive advantage as an important analytical issue for software industry research and having identiªed Porter’s theory as a
relevant model for researching competitive advantage, we now move on to apply the model to a national case: India. Speciªcally, then, we address the
issues of whether India’s software industry exhibits a
competitive advantage (the “how” question posed
earlier) and of what explains its competitive position
(the “why” question posed earlier).
This is by no means the ªrst time Porter’s theory
has been applied to the analysis of software industries in “follower” nations, deªned as those attempting to build a software sector after the ªrstmovers like the United States, United Kingdom,
France, and so on, which built a competitive position in software in the 1970s.4 Examination of these
previous studies suggests they could be plotted
somewhere on the ªeld summarized in Figure 5.
Each axis will be explained in turn, starting with
application:

• Naïve application of Porter’s theory covers descriptive work that tends to merely use the four
diamond category headings as dump bins into
which to allocate points, with little engagement with the content of those categories,
with determinant elements missed out, and
potentially with misunderstanding of the determinants. There is no engagement with—i.e.,
acknowledgement or use of—any of the systemic or dynamic elements of the theory.

• Basic application covers somewhat more analytical work that goes through the four determinant categories fairly systematically, using
them to characterize or understand a software

3. There is a fourth stage—wealth-driven—that represents the seeds of decline rather than progress. It occurs when
ªrms in an already-wealthy country stop focusing on innovation and instead try to preserve the status quo. It is of little
relevance to developing countries.
4. The “follower” terminology is temporarily adopted here rather than “developing country” to encompass some studies of the Irish software industry that have used Porter’s model.
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the complex in its application and
attempts to be critical in its attitude. Before operationalizing
these ideas, though, a background on India’s software industry must ªrst be provided.

Figure 5: Researcher usage of Porter’s theory.

industry. There again tends to be no engagement with any of the systemic or dynamic elements of the theory.

• Complex application is analytical work that encompasses the four diamond and two extradiamond categories and that engages with the
systemic and dynamic aspects of Porter’s theory.
Attitude is more difªcult to induce from the research
outputs analyzed because one can interpret the appearance of that attitude only subjectively:

• Instrumental work is that which sees Porter’s
theory as a tool to achieve a descriptive or analytical end. It is unquestioning of the theory
and assumes it to be valid.

• Critical work uses Porter’s theory for instrumental purposes but is also reºective on that tool
and does not take it as an accepted truth.

• Hypercritical work seems to use Porter as an
Aunt Sally, setting out to prove that his theory
is wrong, sometimes with possibly limited regard for the evidence.
This paper lies somewhere between the basic and

During the 1950s and 1960s,
there was no Indian software industry.5 Software came bundled
with hardware provided by multinational hardware companies like
IBM and ICL. IBM’s unbundling of
software from hardware in the
late 1960s is seen as a generic
global catalyst for the existence
of independent software ªrms (Financial Times 1989). Indian
ªrms—notably Tata Consultancy
Services, which was a professional
consulting ªrm and is now the country’s largest software ªrm—did make some tentative software exports from 1974, but, in general, software
development remained the in-house preserve of
large user organizations or of the emergent indigenous hardware manufacturers.
The late 1970s and early 1980s saw a number of
developments that mark the true emergence of an
Indian software industry. A U.S. multinational—Burroughs—set up the ªrst software-related joint venture when it saw an opportunity to combine sales of
its hardware products into the growing Indian market with use of Indian staff to produce software (almost entirely working at the U.S. sites of Burroughs’
clients). In-house software groups began trying to
sell their products in the Indian marketplace, sometimes leading to their being spun off as software
ªrms. At the same time, IBM withdrew from India,
catalyzing the creation of a number of computer
services/software ªrms by its former employees,
mainly seeking to serve the domestic market.
The 1980s saw very strong growth in the domestic hardware base, partly because of the advent of
the personal computer, partly because of the—

5. Unless otherwise indicated, data presented here are drawn from ªeldwork (including interviews with more than 150
Indian software sector managers, programmers, policy makers, analysts, and local/overseas customers) undertaken between 1988 and 2005 by the author and by Brian Nicholson. These data have been extensively reported elsewhere
(e.g., Heeks 1996; Sahay et al. 2003; Heeks and Nicholson 2004).
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related—liberalization of hardware policy in 1984.
Despite this—or perhaps because of the growth in
software piracy associated with standard PC software—the domestic market began to lose its
signiªcance with more and more ªrms seeing
greater opportunities in software exports.
There have been continuous exports of software
products since the early 1980s. These include enterprise systems, design software, and database management tools. However, products have never
formed more than 5% of total exports and, in
2005–06, they made up 2% of the total (Heeks
1999a, Das 2006). Indian software exports have
been, and remain, dominated by services.
Within the overall segment of software services
exports, though, trends of change are detectable.
Indian ªrms began with a strong emphasis on
“bodyshopping”: the transportation of software
staff to work overseas at the client’s site. In the late
1980s, around 75% of export earnings came from
bodyshopping. By 2000, this had dropped to nearer
60% (Dataquest 2001) and by 2006 it had fallen
just over 50% (Das 2006), indicating a slow but
steady trend towards offshore working.
This has been paralleled by a second trend: that
of moving from supply of individual programmers to
complete turnkey programming project services. As
with offshore work, the trend of change has been
greater within individual client–vendor relationships
than in the industry overall. Nor has the industry
overall diversiªed much from its main market: the
United States. Figures from the early 1990s until
2005–06 consistently show around two-thirds of
software exports going to the United States, oneªfth going to Europe (mainly the United Kingdom,
Germany and France), and about 5% going to other
English-speaking OECD nations (e.g., Australia, Canada) (Heeks 1996b; Nasscom 2004; Das 2006).
Although it faded into the background during
the 1980s and 1990s, the domestic market has continued to grow, bolstered in recent years by strong
private and public sector investment in e-commerce
and e-government applications, respectively. As a result, by 2005–06, software sales to the local market
were US$3.8 billion (Das 2006).

Nevertheless, exports remain the “jewel in the
crown,” representing more than 80% of industry
revenues. India exported US$17.5 billion worth of
software in 2005–06, reºecting average annual
growth of more than 35% over two decades (Heeks
2006). The total number of software ªrms (domestic
and export) could be as high as 7,000 though probably less than 1,000 of these are actively engaged in
exports (Kublanov and Satyaprasad 2004; Nirjar and
Tylecote 2005). Software employment ªgures also
vary, with estimates of those working in software
exports ranging from 100,000 (KPMG/Nasscom
2004) to 350,000 (Menon 2005) to 450,000
(Kublanov and Satyaprasad 2004).6

As noted above, Porter’s work offers at least three
possible measures of competitive advantage in a
sector: productivity, exports, and outbound investment. As discussed below, only exports seems to be
usefully operationalizable for software industries
generally and for the Indian software industry speciªcally. Here, the data used are McKinsey’s ªgures
for global trade in software packages and services
(see, e.g., ACM 2006) and ªgures from Dataquest
(India) for software exports reported in its annual
DQ top 20 (see Heeks 2006, for a summary time series). This suggests that, in 2005–06, Indian software exports represented 3.4% of the US$510
billion world trade in software up from 0.17% in
1992–1993.
In terms of competitive advantage, then, in relation to both global trade share and trade share
growth, India rates as the developing world’s most
successful—i.e., most competitive in Porterian
terms—software industry.7 In global terms, some of
the shine comes off because a 3.4% share is not
particularly “substantial” and because—despite the
fact that it does export to a “wide array” of nations—two-thirds of its exports go to the United
States. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to say that
India’s software industry is competitive and does
demonstrate some global competitive advantage.
From this, we therefore move on to look at the
sources of this competitive advantage.

6. Interview data suggest variation depends partly on whether ªgures include software activity in nonsoftware ªrms
and partly on whether they include nonsoftware staff working in software ªrms.
7. Though possibly challenged by Singapore’s software sector, about which relatively little seems to have researched or
written (see IDA 2005).
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Figure 6. Software ªrm value chain.

This section considers both determinants of and
inºuences on competitive advantage in India’s software industry.
Determinants of Competitive Advantage
Factor Conditions I: Labor/Skills

There is a general analysis that labor is a key factor
underlying competitive advantage in software and,
at least according to some analyses, the key factor
(Correa 1996). It is certainly mentioned as a critical
factor in every one of a range of analyses of India’s
software sector development (Balasubramanyam
and Balasubramanyam 1997; Tessler and Barr 1997;
Krishna et al. 2000; Kapur and Ramamurti 2001;
Dayasindhu 2002; Kambhampati 2002; Athreye
2005).
Software work requires a range of different skills8
that can be characterized through a variation on
Porter’s (1985) notion of the value chain (Figure 6):

• Core operational skills: these are typically characterized in terms of the software lifecycle
(analysis—design—construction—implementation—maintenance), with a particular differentiation being made between relatively lowerskilled downstream skills (required for the programming work within construction and main-

tenance) and relatively higher-skilled upstream
skills associated with analysis and design.

• Other primary skills: these relate particularly to
project management skills (required for the internal management of software development)
and what we might call “contact” skills (ranging from rather lower-skilled sales/marketing to
higher-skilled client account/contract management).

• Support activity skills: the range of skills required to administer the ªnance, human resources, and technology management within
the software ªrm, plus the higher-level skills
needed for senior/strategic management.
India has had a tradition of strong scientiªc and
technical institutions and skills that pre-dates but
was signiªcantly strengthened after Independence
(Lema and Hesbjerg 2003). It is this that laid the
foundation for development of the hardware, consulting and in-house software activity that, in turn,
was the foundation for India’s relatively early (by
“follower” standards) development of a software industry. The initial foundation for growth was a large
supply of graduates (often from engineering colleges) who either had programming skills or who
could rapidly develop them through company train-

8. The terms “skills” is used here for simplicity rather than the more thorough notion of “competencies” which covers
the knowledge, skills and attitudes that constitute human capital. In Porter’s terms they are all advanced rather than
basic factors but range from less advanced and more generalized (e.g., programming skills) to more advanced and
more specialized (e.g., managing software projects for niche customers).
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Figure 7: Software industry value chain.

ing. Though swimming in the shallow end of the
skills pool in software terms, these are an advanced
factor in Porter’s terms, albeit one that is somewhat
generalized, in being utilizable in a wide range of industries, not just software.
This factor source in itself is a created not inherited source of competitive advantage, but India
made ongoing attempts to strengthen this factor
further. The supply-side response to growing demand for skilled software labor has come partly
from government, partly from the private sector,
and has seen strong growth in generic technical education at tertiary level and also growth in softwarespeciªc training (Patibandla and Petersen 2002).
Largely because of learning-by-doing, there has also
been a development of more advanced, more specialized skills: a growth in the number of experienced programmers; a growth in the number of
staff with expertise in developing software for particular niche markets (such as ªnancial institutions);
and a growth in project management expertise
which, as noted above, has been a prerequisite for
the move in exports from onsite to offshore working, which has tended to produce higher revenues.
There has also been a development of knowledge:
about software markets, business norms, and speciªc customer needs and values both at home and,
more particularly, abroad (Lema and Hesbjerg 2003).
What Indian ªrms do not seem to have done in
any major way, despite the cost and proªt advantages this would bring, is move up the value chain
to more highly skilled software work, such as that
involved with analyzing client requirements or design program speciªcations (Arora and Gambardella
2004). There are limited amounts of product devel-
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opment, research and development work, and other high-skill
activity.
From a simple economics perspective, labor costs would be
seen as an important source of
Indian advantage: annual programming wages are US$5,000–
10,000 as compared to more
than US$50,000 in the United
States (Nasscom 2003; ACM
2006; BLS 2006), though this is
eroded somewhat because, at
least in export and product work,
labor costs make up only a minority of total production costs (Heeks 1996; neoIT
2004). Further, and echoing Porter’s attempts to
push consideration of factors beyond simple economics, interview and other evidence (Robb 2000)
shows that clients and investors rate labor skills and
motivation and the ability to close their labor demand-supply gap as more important than costs.
One ªnal skill-related source of competitive advantage must be acknowledged: the pervasive presence of English—the global business and IT
language—in Indian higher education and business,
including the software business. As with India’s development of more advanced and specialized skills
and knowledge, this has provided a competitive factor that—despite potentially lower labor costs—
software industries in competing developing countries have found difªcult to imitate.
Factor Conditions II: Other Factors

As summarized in Figure 7, other important input
factors for software production include a base of
hardware and software systems/tools, ªnance, telecommunications infrastructure, other infrastructure
such as utilities and transportation, and—at least for
software products—a sound R&D knowledge innovation base. All of these follow a fairly similar trajectory in India. In the initial days of the industry, in the
1980s, they were a source of competitive weakness
rather than strength: the ICT infrastructure was very
limited and outdated, ªnancial institutions did not
understand software ªnancing, power cuts affected
ªrms, and so on (Schware 1992).
For domestic-oriented production, this constrained the competitive performance of the software sector. For export-oriented production—as per
Porter’s formula—these were factor disadvantages
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that catalyzed innovation: the development of
bodyshopping which, at the time, was a new model
for international trade in services (and one, incidentally, not included by Porter in his own typology of
service trade models). The supply-led need for this
new model was matched by a demand-led need:
the uncertainty and lack of trust from export customers, which meant they preferred Indian staff to
be working at their home sites rather than working
offshore in India.
Gradually, during the 1980s and building pace
during the 1990s, though, these factors improved.
Restrictive policies were liberalized, software ªrms
imported more IT, there were heavy public and private investments in telecommunications and other
business infrastructure, and India’s venture capital
industry became operational; much of this was induced by the growth of the software industry and
related IT sectors. There has also been a build-up in
software R&D work, especially by multinational ªrms
(Patibandla and Petersen 2002), though the true
depth of this work and its spillover effects are
debatable.
Despite the improvements, it is not clear that
these other factors are sources of competitive advantage. They remain signiªcantly concentrated in a
few cluster locations rather than being generally diffused, and they only bring India up to—or close
to—what might be seen as international standards.
Save perhaps the development of software-friendly
ªnancing, most of the nonlabor factors are relatively
easily replicable and, indeed, are being replicated in
other developing countries. This build-up, however,
has allowed in India the gradual development of domestic-oriented software production and, in exports,
a gradual change of dominant business model from
bodyshopping to offshore management, with creation of “offshore development centers” (ODCs).
This—which as noted above is also signiªcantly
predicated on skill build-up—has enabled India to
keep ahead of new entrants.
Physical resources seem to play little role in software. There is the issue of location, but it relates
only to exports and its true importance is uncertain.
In one sense, India is at a locational disadvantage
because of its signiªcant distance from all major export markets. This is something that developing
countries located close to major markets (such as
Central American or Central European nations) are
trying to exploit through the development of “near-
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shoring” (Sahay et al. 2003). Beyond its catchy
label, though, it is not clear how signiªcant nearshoring is in software. Even if it does represent a
factor disadvantage for India, it is one that the innovation of offshore development centers may partly
neutralize. ODC-based models do still require some
physical interchange of client and vendor staff, and
some synchronous communication. Both of these
are hampered by India’s location. ODCs, however,
can run signiªcantly in virtual/asynchronous mode.
Not only should this mode neutralize issues of physical location, but it might also bring some advantage. Because of time zone differences, Indian staff
can in theory work “overnight” on problems posted
by North American and European clients, returning
solutions in time for their clients’ arrival to work
next day. Again, though, beyond the striking “elves
and the shoemaker” image this conjures up, the
true extent and value of this activity is not really
clear and may be overstated.
Demand Conditions

According to Porter, domestic demand is “perhaps
the single most powerful determinant of national
competitive advantage in services today” (1990,
258). One might try to argue this for India’s software industry. Since the late 1990s, there have been
strong investments in e-commerce and e-government, and a market of US$3.8 billion in 2005–06 is
sizeable. There are also cases in which activities in
domestic niches have helped form the basis for exports of a software product or services; local multinational customers have been used as a conduit
from the domestic to the export market; and domestic work is used as the basis for development of
software expertise.
But, overall, trying to sell India’s domestic market
for software as a factor advantage will not work.
Market size has been continually constrained by low
spending on ICTs generally and by high rates of piracy. Sociocultural, as well as economic, factors may
also play a part: developing countries often have
protected local niche markets due to requirements
for software to be customized to local laws, customs, or languages. India certainly has this, but opportunities may be smaller because of linguistic and
other institutional legacies of colonialism (some of
which can be seen as competitive strengths in other
ways), which allow some of these niches to be more
readily penetrated by standard foreign packages. As
a comparative example, then, India spent less than
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US$2 per capita on software in 2004, whereas
China spent more than US$7 (Xi 2004; Menon
2005). Likewise, whatever its absolute size, domestic
market revenue as a proportion of total revenue has
fallen from around 40% in 1991–92 to less than
20% in 2005–06.
Beyond size, interview and other evidence (Kapur
and Ramamurti 2001) suggest that local consumers
are generally neither sophisticated nor demanding
and that market trends lag rather than lead global
trends, all this partly due to the general lack of
global orientation among most of India’s business
sectors.
The story of domestic demand that ªts far
better, then, is that of its role as a factor disadvantage, rather than advantage. As described in the
overview above, it is the constraints of the domestic
market—its small size and low proªtability—that
have driven entrepreneurs into exports. Alongside
this push has been the pull of global demand: the
computer software and services market rose roughly
20% per annum on average from 1983–2006 creating, among other things, a demand-supply gap for
hundreds of thousands of software professionals in
the world’s leading economies by the early years of
the twenty-ªrst century (KPMG/Nasscom 2004;
ACM 2006).
Related and Supporting Industries

Software’s most important input is skilled labor, so
the most important “supply industry” for India will
be the educational establishments already mentioned in the section on factor conditions. The size
and, in part, quality and relevance of their human
capital output has been continuously upgraded with
some quite strong interactions between software
companies and education providers. This has included private investments in equipment, teacher
training and curriculum development as well as
public–private partnerships like the Indian Institutes
of IT (Patibandla and Petersen 2002).
These quite strong and competitively beneªcial
synergies (which arguably fall into the “factor conditions” heading rather than here) do not really ªnd a
parallel in software’s relations to other domestic industrial sectors. There have been relationships with
suppliers of input factors, such as telecommunications and ªnance, but there are no signs that these
have provided any particular competitive edge for
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software ªrms. Hardware is an important supply input, and there are certainly links to India’s sizeable
hardware sector. However, those links are not about
the hardware sector providing particularly low-cost
or high-quality or innovative computers on which
software is written. Instead, the links mainly relate
to the software work of hardware companies; especially their systems integration activities, which can
provide a (small) market for domestically produced
products, and which also form a development pool
for software labor.
If anything, the qualitative—if not quantitative—
nature of software–hardware industry links has
cooled over time (Heeks 2004). In the 1980s, India’s
hardware industry was independent, had a strong
R&D function, and developed or purchased its own
locally innovated operating systems and applications
software. Liberalization and the dominance of global
standards then drew hardware ªrms into alliances
with multinational corporations (MNCs). This created
channels that encouraged those ªrms to diversify
into software exports, but it reduced the extent of
local innovation in both hardware and systems/applications software.
As with Indian hardware ªrms, so with software
ªrms, the more signiªcant relationships have been
with foreign not local IT ªrms: the MNCs, starting
with Burroughs, who have set up everything from
informal partnerships with Indian software ªrms to
wholely-owned Indian subsidiaries. Within these relationships the IT MNCs have provided the IT (hardware and software systems/tools) on which software
is produced, have invested in training and other infrastructure, and have acted as both customer and
source of customers for Indian software.
If we turn, lastly, to “related industries,” the
most obvious candidate is IT-enabled services both
inside the IT sector, such as back–ofªce processing,
and outside, such as call centers. There is a deªnite
relationship: software’s offshore development center
model particularly has fostered a build-up of management skills, client contact skills, reputation and
ICT infrastructure, all of which have had a strong
pull-through that has helped establish IT-enabled
services as a fast-growing sector in India (KPMG/
Nasscom 2004). The presence of a local software
sector has therefore been a strong source of competitive advantage for development of IT-enabled
services. There are, though, few signs as yet of any
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reverse ºow that could act as a source of advantage
for software.
Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry

The extent and impact of domestic rivalry in India’s
software industry is difªcult to pin down. On the
one hand, there is evidence of competition: the industry is dominated by privately owned players; barriers to entry and exit are relatively low, and there
are dozens if not hundreds of new entrants each
year. As a result, thousands of ªrms jostle for a
place in the software market and to these must be
added the pressure imposed by growing numbers of
other developing country locations for software development, something that Indian managers seem
well aware of (KPMG/Nasscom 2004).
In domestic-oriented work, it seems reasonable
to conclude that there are strong competitive pressures: there is always someone willing to undercut,
and proªtability is low (Kumar 2001). Other than
encouraging entry into export markets, though,
there seem to be few signs that this competition has
fostered the kind of factor/quality improvements or
new product/process developments that Porter
hopes for.
Competitive pressures in exports may be more
mixed. Concentration is quite high (the top ten
ªrms earned 60% of revenues in 2005–06 (Das
2006)) and the continuing strong growth of demand
can leave Indian ªrms feeling they are “pushing at
an open door” (Krishna et al. 2000). There may also
be some segmentation with MNC subsidiaries serving the captive markets of their parent organization,
isolated from competition with other Indian ªrms
(Athreye 2004). Company strategies can therefore
be read as ones of imitation rather than innovation
with all seeking to copy ªrst bodyshopping and then
the offshore management model.
There is another side, though. Some MNC subsidiaries branch out to serve their parent company’s
clients: a more competitive market; new entrants are
continually arriving and sometimes try to undercut
going rates; and the IT slowdown of 2001–03 encouraged emergence of cost cutting as a competitive tactic particularly given perceived cost threats
from locations such as Russia and Vietnam (Field
2001). Firms have also been driven to differentiate

or innovate in a number of ways—adopting
certiªcations like the capability maturity model
(CMM), building specialized skills in market niches
or project management, and developing new HR
practices and incentive structures in the competition
to recruit and retain skilled labor (Arora and Athreye
2002). Despite the inevitable imitation of such tactics,9 they do quite strongly resemble the kind of
outcomes of competition that Porter predicts: probably a combination of competition for labor and
competition for market.
We can analyze the remaining grab bag of factors that fall under this heading by looking at two
levels: the sectoral and the national. Sectorally, there
are contextual factors that have enabled the software industry to represent something of a paradigm
shift from the “traditional” model of Indian business. These factors include a core vision—held by
government ofªcials and private entrepreneurs
alike—of what software (especially exports) could
achieve for the nation; ªnancing and ownership
models that supported entrepreneurship; and a government policy regime—interpreted by some as
“hands-off” and by others as supportive—that contrasted with the more direct regulatory intervention
seen in other sectors. These, plus the direct and indirect inºuence of links to U.S. and European ªrms,
led software ªrms to have organizational structures
and processes that—while still incorporating Indian
elements—were different from those in other industries: ºatter hierarchies, greater linkage between reward and performance, and a more participative
and less paternalistic style (Krishna et al. 2000).
Some commentators go beyond the proximate
institutions of the sector to ªnd competitive advantage for software in deeper national institutions or
supposed characteristics: the “natural propensity for
Indians to succeed in activities that require mental
rather than physical skills, and ºexible rather than
standardised behaviour” and their “natural liking for
sciences and mathematics” (Krishna et al. 2000,
188, 190). There are tensions here, though: how
can a common set of institutional foundations be simultaneously responsible for, and supportive of,
both traditional Indian sectors and the very different
structures and processes seen in software? The na-

9. For example, by 2004, of 80 companies worldwide audited at CMM level 5 (the highest level), 60 were Indian software ªrms (DoC 2004).
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ture of work on this issue is also problematic, too
easily giving the appearance of empty stereotypes
and assertions without a convincing chain of evidence.10 As yet, then, the case for deep historical
and cultural sources of national competitive advantage remains “not proven.”
Inºuences on Competitive Advantage
Chance

Porter seems to attribute the term “chance” to
most factors other than government that are exogenous to the national diamond. For Indian software,
one such could be the Y2K problem and the advent
of the Euro currency. Though hardly chance events,
both affected overseas demand conditions and provided signiªcant opportunities for Indian ªrms to
grow in the export market.
Going still further back, many initial software export contracts and partnerships in the 1980s and
1990s arose because an expatriate Indian manager
working in a U.S.- or Europe-based multinational
was able to suggest and/or facilitate the process.
This too has nothing much to do with chance and
much more to do with the ongoing diaspora of Indian professionals to Western nations. These linkages have brought more than just trade contacts;
they also impact factor conditions by providing market information and money. Saxenian’s (2002) study,
for example, found that half of Silicon Valley’s Indiaborn population had business contacts in India,
while a quarter had invested in an Indian start-up.
The value of the diaspora—their knowledge, skills,
and social and ªnancial capital—has been further
enhanced through reverse migration (Kapur and
McHale 2005). Returnees have come home to invest
in software start-ups, especially since the mid-1990s.
Finally, into this category we might mention factors external to any national diamond that, though
not a source of speciªc competitive advantage for
India (and certainly not chance events), do affect the
sectoral context and help explain why countries like
India have been able to enter the software trade
(Sahay et al. 2003, 6–9):

• The divisibility and separability of elements of
the software production process, which has al-

lowed certain lower-cost, lower-skill elements
(notably coding and testing) to be outsourced
with relative ease;

• The relative separability of software production
from consumption (unlike some services such
as health care, which can only be produced at
the point of consumption);

• The standardization and accessibility of production tools (e.g., programming languages) so
that, despite ongoing technological change, it
is relatively easy for software ªrms to train staff
to use these tools and then to have some longevity of return on that investment; and

• The intangibility of software, which has facilitated globalization of production, including to
locations far from main markets.
Government Intervention

Government intervention in the Indian software industry has been a mix of pulling back and pushing
forward. On the one hand, less government (such as
liberalizations in telecommunications and ªnance)
and absence of government (such as exemption of
software from regulations covering other sectors,
and absence of signiªcant public ownership in software) have both contributed to growth of India’s
software sector (Arora et al. 2001).
On the other hand, technocrat public servants
created both the educational infrastructure and science-based industries (related/supporting industries)
that were software’s ultimate foundation in India,
particularly the original foundation for its skill base
(factor conditions), and they largely created the vision for software exports (ªrm structure, strategy,
and rivalry). Key public sector ICT projects in the
early 1980s—computerizations of the Asian Games
and the Indian Railways—provided visible public
demonstrations of Indian competence in software
and inºuenced local demand. Government followed
these up by continuous subsidies for overseas marketing, provision of market information, and organization of trade visits that created some of the
original momentum for exports. There has also been
continuous government investment in factor bases
such as ICT infrastructure and education.11

10. Not to mention the (contentious) argument that “India” is an imperial creation that brings together a very disparate
array of cultures and institutions.
11. The public sector has also always been a major consumer in the domestic software market; however, given the lack
of clear competitiveness in domestic-oriented software production, procurement cannot be seen as a clear source of
competitive advantage.
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There is continuing debate about the importance
of government intervention in Indian software success. Some see the glass as half-empty, attributing
success to the relative lack of intervention compared
with other industrial sectors (Singh 2003). Others
see the glass as half-full, noting government interventions played a key role in development of all
Western software industries, and seeing India as no
different (Tessler et al. 2003). One partial resolution
to this is to see that interventions were greater in
scale and signiªcance from the 1950s to the 1980s
in the prehistory and early history of the industry
but that they have played a lesser role as private
sector capacity to intervene has grown during the
1990s and 2000s.

This takes in higher-level analysis based on the system dynamics view of competitive advantage within
Porter’s work.
Systemic Analysis of Competitive Advantage
Some of the determinant inter-relations have already
been identiªed. These can be summarized as follows:

• Factor conditions: these have been positively
impacted by domestic rivalry as ªrms have
competed and invested to improve creation
and deployment of skills (and, to a lesser extent, other factors such as ICT infrastructure).
Except for the notion of educational establishments as a supply industry, there seems little
impact from related/supporting industries or
from domestic demand. Global demand has
pressurized India to improve local factor conditions.

• Demand conditions: domestic demand, as
noted, hardly seems a source of competitive
advantage and has been little impacted by
other determinants. Again, export demand has
been affected—for example, through creation
of a national image for Indian software services
and through attraction of multinationals to access local factors (i.e., labor) that then create
further channels of demand for exports.

• Related/supporting industries: as noted, this
has largely been an outbound not inbound ef-

fect with certain of software’s factor conditions
(and perhaps competitive pressures) supporting
the development of IT-enabled services.

• Domestic rivalry:12 the impact of both domestic
and global demand on competition is unclear,
but new ªrms have entered, presumably increasing competitive pressures, from the ranks
of hardware suppliers, educational institution
staff, and customer organizations.
This has not, perhaps, added very much to the
earlier reductionist analysis in its elements, but it
does bring home the conclusion that India’s software industry does not have a fully functioning
diamond; a system of mutually reinforcing determinants. Instead, it has only some partial sources of
competitive advantage around factors and, perhaps,
rivalry.
A systemic view also incorporates the idea of
clusters which—in their geographical sense—have
been important in India. Most software ªrms cluster
around a few locations: Bangalore, Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi and Hyderabad (Sahay et al. 2003). There
is evidence of locational economies in the more
efªcient provision of physical infrastructure and labor/capital supply inputs to a cluster of software
ªrms than to the same number of ªrms that are
dispersed (de Fontenay and Carmel 2003). Government has supported this by helping deliver infrastructure to the clusters. It has also been assumed
that clusters enabled rapid interchange of information and knowledge, for example, about best practices and about market opportunities. Other than
through the circulation of labor between ªrms,
however, clear evidence of this has not yet been
forthcoming (Dayasindhu 2002; Lema and Hesbjerg
2003). Nevertheless, it is clear that the locational
clustering of India’s software ªrms has supported
the competitiveness of this sector.
Dynamic Analysis of Competitive Advantage
The evolution described above from the bodyshopping to the offshore management model
matches Porter’s ideas quite well (see Figure 8). The
Indian software industry began in a factor-driven
stage of competitive development in which one
main factor (advanced rather than basic skills) was
the source of advantage. Other factors were more a
source of disadvantage needing to be overcome by

12. Porter (1990, 140) lists this rather than “ªrm strategy, structure, and rivalry” in his discussion of inter-relations.
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Figure 8. Indian software sector development.

a new business model than a source of advantage.
Other determinants played little or no role.
Through sustained investment, most of the factor
disadvantages have been transformed into factors
that are either advantageous or neutral to competitive advantage. The main advantage—human
capital—has been signiªcantly upgraded. All of this
has permitted the strategic innovation of a move to
offshore management, and there are at least some
signs of domestic rivalry. Domestic demand for software and related/supporting industries remain relatively unimportant. All of this ªts Porter’s description
of the investment-driven stage, perhaps because
software ªts the description (1990, 551) of sectors
in which this stage is likely to emerge, having large
labor cost components and technology that is
readily transferable.
There are no real signs of an innovation-driven
stage emerging in India given that the full diamond
is not (yet) in place. One must also be careful about
characterizing the Indian software sector as having
moved from a factor-driven to an investment-driven
stage. These changes are seen in the more mature
export-focused ªrms, especially those with strong
client-developer relationships that have allowed trust
to build. In the sector overall, though, domesticoriented work could not be described as investmentdriven and, in exports, there is still a lot of onsite
work (bodyshopping). One gets an image of a vacuum effect as if, for every large ªrm that upgrades
from a factor-driven to an investment-driven model,
ªve new small ªrms enter the industry using the
low-barrier bodyshopping approach.

What contribution, then, has this analysis using Porter’s competitive advantage theory made to questions about software sector competitiveness? It has
helped to show that the Indian software industry is
globally competitive, and it has charted the development of competitive advantage, starting from a factor-driven stage and partially moving to the
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investment-driven stage. Secondly, application of
this theory has helped to identify the sources of
competitive advantage (and factors that do not contribute to speciªc competitive advantage), as summarized in Table 1. Finally, use of Porter’s theory has
helped to address issues of what actions to take to
sustain the competitiveness of this sector. In looking
at the system of diamond determinants, for instance, one can see that government has been doing as Porter would recommend (see Porter 1990,
chap. 12) in a number of ways:

• Factor conditions: upgrading both the general
education and speciªc training that underpins
advanced skills in software; investing or enabling investment in all aspects of infrastructure; facilitating readier access to capital;
generating and disseminating market information.

• Firm strategy, structure, and rivalry: enabling
and sustaining competition by facilitating entry
of new ªrms and multinationals and by avoiding barriers to internal or trade competition.

• Clustering: supporting locational clusters
through infrastructure investments (though this
has been carried out as much by state governments as by the national government).
Firms, too, have been trying to push themselves
away from the low-cost, factor-driven strategy of
bodyshopping and toward higher-skill, offshore,
niche-oriented software development through their
investments and innovations in management strategies, structures, and processes. They have been
building advantages that are more difªcult to imitate such as reputation and strong customer relations. They are also internationalizing their own
operations: investing signiªcantly in ofªces and subsidiaries in main markets such as the United States,
and investing in software development operations in
other low-cost locations such as China (Heeks and
Nicholson 2004). Again, this is much as Porter
(1990, chap. 11) would recommend.
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Table 1. Sources of Competitive Advantage for India’s Software Industry

Factor conditions

Low-cost skills base (IT, management,
English); skills and knowledge development

Other input factors: ªnance, technology,
infrastructure

Demand conditions

Global demand

Domestic demand

Related and supporting
industries

Skills development institutions

Other input factor institutions; other related sectors

Firm structure, strategy
and rivalry

Competition between domestic players; vision for software

Cultural/institutional factors

Government

Supply interventions

Demand interventions

Systemic

Locational clustering

———

Dynamic

Innovations to address domestic factor and demand constraints

———

Other

International linkages

———

For the future, Porter’s work would recommend
to India that government and ªrms consolidate an
investment-driven strategy across more of the software sector, thus affording greater protection from
other low-cost developing country competitors. It
would also, for the medium term, recommend development of a true diamond of competitive advantage. This will require work on the two determinants
that have to date been rather dormant:

sional services (such as accountancy). It may or
may not include hardware production since
hardware and software—though very much related—have very different sectoral proªles and
implications. As ªrms diversify into the related
industries, government can support this process through its standard menu of support, especially for factor development in the related
industries.

• Demand conditions: actions to drive up the size

In overall terms, application of Porter’s theory does
seem to score relatively well on some fairly obvious
research tests. One may ªrst ask whether it says
anything new. This is a difªcult test for the Indian
software industry, in light of the plethora of research
on the topic. All one can say is that it has at least
put previous ideas into a new shape with new priorities. Second, one may ask if it says anything credible. Some questions about Porter’s theory will be
raised next but one of the main values of using a
clear and well-known model such as the diamond is
that it does make results more convincing than the
simple listing of factors found in other analyses. It
also provides the basis for further argument and debate framed around the model rather than simple
assertion versus counter-assertion. Finally, does application of this model say anything useful? Although presented only brieºy here, it does seem to,
in giving industry and policy practitioners a clear
sense of the forces at play in the sector, a sense of
priorities, and a sense of what actions to take to
maintain the sector’s competitive position.

and level of sophistication of domestic demand. Government could do, and indeed is
doing, this through measures to increase
spending on e-government applications, create
a much more pervasive ICT infrastructure, and
facilitate development of e-commerce in India.
To some extent, such policies may help create a
competitive advantage in serving the software
markets of other developing nations. Indirectly,
the value of domestic demand will also be enhanced through policies in sectors other than
software: that encourage more foreign multinationals to set up subsidiaries in India and
through policies that encourage Indian ªrms to
internationalize.

• Relating/supporting industries: India’s software
industry can be the nucleus for a successful
collection of related industries. At least on the
service side, this could take in IT-enabled services and management consulting/other profes-
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This section reºects on the application of Porter’s
theory of competitive advantage just undertaken,
plus evidence from other applications of the theory.
It suggests that some criticisms of Porter’s theory—
here labeled “more tractable”—could be addressed
within the context of the existing model, whereas
others—“more challenging”—may require
modiªcations to that model.

Falsiªability of Porter’s Theory
Some work applying Porter’s theory concludes that
the theory is wrong, almost always because it ªnds
a sector (or sometimes nation) that can be seen as
competitive, yet does not have a “diamond” in
place (Davies and Ellis 2000). This has been the case
for at least two studies of India’s software industry,
which have found poor infrastructure, weak domestic demand, a lack of related/supporting industries,
and low levels of competition (Krishna et al. 2000;
Dayasindhu 2002). They therefore conclude that
Porter’s theory either does not fully explain the Indian software sector’s success (Dayasindhu 2002) or
that it is “unable to explain” the sector’s success
(Krishna et al. 2000, 195).
There are speciªc methodological criticisms one
could level at these papers, such as lack of clarity
about source of data (Dayasindhu 2002) and exclusion of elements such as high-quality software labor,
ICT infrastructure, and national institutional/cultural
factors from the Porterian analysis, only to introduce
these later in support of an alternative model
(Krishna et al. 2000). Alongside this, however, is the
more general problem with attempted empirical criticisms of Porter’s theory: that such work does not
appear to have grasped two of Porter’s key arguments. First, that certain determinant disadvantages
(particularly factor disadvantages) can spur rather
than constrain competitive advantage. Second, that
one is only likely to ªnd a fully functioning “diamond” at the innovation-driven stage of a sector’s
(or nation’s) development, and this is not a stage
that most sectors have reached, especially not in developing countries.
As described above, in the Indian case analysis,
weaknesses of infrastructure, lack of domestic de-
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mand, and lack of related/supporting industries are
thus entirely consistent, not contradictory, with Porter’s theory. He explicitly identiªes these as components of competitive industries in their early stage,
of the type one would expect to ªnd in developing
countries.
The problem with Porter’s theory, then, is not so
much that it might be wrong when applied to software or other IT sector analysis but that it is difªcult
to falsify, thus weakening its credibility and value
(Popper 1959). By including so many factors within
his model—especially “dump bin” categories
like “ªrm strategy, structure, and rivalry” and
“chance”—plus adding further systemic and dynamic features plus allowing both factor absence or
presence to have a positive impact on competitiveness, Porter makes it easy to ªt the story of any sector or nation into his theory.
This is often a danger with wide-ranging, systemic models and does not negate their value. Despite its broad factoral scope, the theory is still quite
good at identifying some key elements that are
likely to underlie a successful software industry, and
which can be tested to some extent: strong technical skills, some size or sophistication of demand,
and competition between ªrms leading to process
or other innovations. Porter is also relatively clear
about what both ªrms and governments need to do
at any particular stage of a software industry’s development; again, providing a practical value that offsets philosophical weaknesses of his theory.
Operationalizing Porter’s Theory
Although there is practical value from Porter’s work,
there are also practical challenges in operationalizing
his theory for research purposes.
Type and Level of Research

As Ma (1999, 3) notes, “competitive advantage is a
relational term,” suggesting that rather than undertake the type of single-case analysis provided here
and by most other applications of Porter’s theory, it
would be better to do comparative studies. Comparative studies of, say, one country’s software sector
with another, have the advantage of controlling for
certain common (typically global) factors and of
highlighting differences in determinants of competitive advantage that lead to differences in performance. In practical terms, too, each country gets to
sense how much of a competitive threat the other
is, and may learn lessons (though these may be
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rather unidirectional if one country is more a leader
and the other more a laggard in competitive terms).
In terms of the level of research focus, undertaking work at the level of the sector seems to be supported by relative strengths and weaknesses of
Porter’s theory. Although the main intention of the
theory is to be applied at the level of the nation, it
seems to work less well at that level. Porter himself
points out that competitiveness resides at the sector/
segment level and that it was difªcult for him to
write his country cases given “a theory that is aggressively industry (and cluster) speciªc” (Porter
1990, 283).
National-level work also suffers measurement
problems. Porter tries to commensurate measures of
competitive advantage at both national and sectoral
level; measures that are not only different but also
inconsistent since, for example, low labor costs or a
favorable/depreciating exchange rate could encourage exports (his sectoral measure) while leaving productivity (his national measure) ºat or falling (Grant
1991; Davies and Ellis 2000).
All this supports the notion that application of
Porter’s theory to individual IT sectors like software
will be more appropriate than application to whole
countries. However, is “software sector” itself too
broad? The Indian case analysis questions whether a
combined analysis of both export- and domesticoriented work is viable given the latter may not be
competitive whereas the former is. India’s may be an
extreme case but there are other software industries
in which ªrms have been “born global” and partly
compete in different contexts to domestic-oriented
ªrms (Heeks and Nicholson 2004). Likewise, software products and software services can operate according to very different business models. Thus,
following the model of strategic positioning in software (Figure 9; Heeks 1999b), should we divide
competitive analysis of software into at least four
different segments?
The answer seems to be “probably not.” Despite
the complexities of trying to cover different segments in a single narrative, Figure 9 is a reminder
that sector—rather than segment—level work may
still be appropriate: because some software ªrms
(indicated as “E” in the diagram) straddle the intersections between segments. Such ªrms may use domestic market work as the basis for a move into
exports, or they may produce “semipackages” and
then packages from an individual services/customiz-
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ation contract. A more reductionist, segment-wise
analysis would not encompass such ªrms, yet they
are found to be signiªcant in the development of
many developing country software industries (Heeks
1999b).
Dependent Variable Measurement

Once the particular focus has been chosen—comparative or not, software sector or segment—the
next operational step is to assess the dependent
variable of competitiveness through some measure
of performance. As noted above, Porter offers productivity, exports, and outbound investment as possible measures. In seeking to operationalize these
for the Indian software industry, a number of points
arose, some of which are generic, some of which
are speciªc.
The ªrst generic point is the static nature of
the measures proposed and used by Porter, who—
despite his emphasis on change, innovation, and
dynamism—relies on cross-sectional statistics. Although static measures are helpful and easily available, they are surely not as good a representation of
competitiveness as dynamic measures such as productivity growth or export growth.
Given the point about the relative nature of
competitive advantage, one should arguably prefer
comparative measures that help understand the performance of a sector relative to that of other countries. This is additionally relevant in software because
the global market has averaged double-digit growth
since at least the early 1980s (Schware 1992; OECD
2004). Given this booming demand, it might be relatively easy for a national sector to grow fast but
still be less competitive and growing less strongly
than the same IT sector in other developing countries. Of the three measures offered, only export
share touches on this since it discounts global market growth and since a share increase by one country must necessarily be matched by a share decrease
elsewhere.
By contrast, there are speciªc difªculties with
some of Porter’s other suggested measures, particularly for the software sector in developing countries.
Productivity—measured in terms of revenue earned
per employee—is quite widely used as a measure in
discussions of software and development. This does
correspond to at least one part of a core deªnition
of productivity: “value of the output produced by a
unit of labor or capital.” (Porter 1990, 6) and it may
change due to productivity-related factors such as
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Figure 9. Strategic positioning in software.

process improvement (Athreye 2005); however,
there are still problems.
In India, for example, the measure of revenue per
employee has risen for reasons such as currency devaluation (because exports are signiªcant and
booked in US$ terms, causing higher rupee revenues for equivalent work as the currency devalues);
changes in the mix of onsite versus offshore working (because expenditures on overseas travel/living
are removed in the latter leading to higher revenues); and ongoing wage inºation in the sector (because rising wages lead directly to rising charges/
revenues for software in such a labor-intensive activity). In other cases, where a signiªcant role is played
by software products, then a successful product will
produce a vastly greater revenue per employee than
an unsuccessful one. Yet in none of these cases has
the productivity of the worker—in terms of amount
of software written—necessarily changed at all. So
productivity is not quite what it seems as a measure
in software because of the particular nature of this
sector.
Outbound investment could be used as a competitive advantage measure for software and other
IT sectors in a few developing countries (including
India), because a number of leading ªrms have invested in ofªces and even subsidiaries overseas.
However, overall ªgures seem not to exist and, in
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any case, such investments are
rare from developing country
software/IT sectors (Indian ªrms’
investments, in other words, are
currently an exceptional case), so
there seems little mileage at present in using this as a competitiveness measure.
Therefore, as a measure of
competitive advantage for India’s
and other developing countries’
software industries, one is left
with share of world trade and/or
growth in share of world trade.
Even here, a problem arises because estimates of world trade in
software vary signiªcantly, as do
statistics on software exports
from developing countries: ªgures
from one source may be two or
more times different from those
in another (DTI 2004). This arises
partly due to the lack of clarity about software in industrial classiªcation schemes, and partly due to issues of when, where and how revenues are booked
for software (see Heeks 1996 for further discussion).
One partial way around this—adopted in the case
analysis provided above—is to identify one source
for statistics and stick with it, in the hope that its
scope/deªnition does not alter over time.
For those researching software and other IT industries without signiªcant exports, Porter’s work
usefully identiªes productivity—despite the shortcomings noted—as a measure of competitiveness.
Porter’s work is also helpful as a reminder that many
of the other statistics typically cited in software/IT industry research—total industry turnover or the number of jobs created or number of ªrms operating—
tell us relatively little about competitiveness, especially if the ªgures are static and if they are not
comparative with other nations or sectors.
However, there are other measures, not adopted
by Porter, that may give insights into competitive advantage. One such is technological capability; a
measure that draws particularly on threads of
knowledge, learning and innovation within competitiveness (Lall 1987). It is a qualitative indicator and
so must typically be drawn from ªeld research but
IT- and software-speciªc scales have been developed
(see, e.g., Grundey and Heeks 1998), and it does
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address a number of the argued shortcomings of
other competitiveness measures.
Finally, the main emphasis of comparison has
been intercountry: comparing the competitiveness
of one country’s IT sector with another country’s. An
alternative interest might be the relative competitiveness of an IT sector vis-à-vis other sectors within
a single country. In that case, one could also think
about using average proªtability as a measure. Although not necessarily connected with other measures of competitiveness, it does offer some insight
into relative returns on capital invested in the sector.
Alternatively, one can look at comparative shares of
GDP.
Working with the Determinants

In addition to the issues faced in measuring the
dependent variable, there are challenges in operationalizing Porter’s determinants of competitive
advantage.13 One of these relates to—admittedly
fairly minor—overlaps between the determinant categories.14 As examples, the issue of factor inputs
was discussed under both factor conditions and, in
relation to suppliers, under related/supporting industries; language skills appear at times under both factor conditions and ªrm strategy, structure, and
rivalry; customers may appear under both demand
conditions and related/supporting industries. In practice, this can be solved by deciding under which category to place a particular factor and then sticking
with that decision.
Porter has also been criticized for the qualitative,
even subjective, presentation of determinants, which
can make his material feel more like assertion than
proof (O’Toole 1996). This approach can weaken
software sector analysis, at least for those readers
who draw from a quantitative tradition. On the
other hand, the qualitative method is fairly easy to
operationalize, and those who have tried to quantify
competitive determinants may present an even
weaker case. Moon et al. (1998) and Kyeong and
Ho (1999) follow this latter path but select quite unsatisfactory measures: using the percentage of respondents who agree that “foreigners are treated

unequally as compared to domestic citizens” (Moon
et al. 1998, 144) to measure ªrm strategy, structure
and rivalry; or using the percentage of paved road
as part of related/supporting industries (Kyeong and
Ho 1999). If quantitative measures are to be used
(and this would make sense for some factors, such
as measuring domestic rivalry through concentration
ratios), they need to be directly appropriate and sector-speciªc; typically gathered via a sectoral survey.
The Emphases of Porter’s Theory
Porter appears particularly concerned about the
shortcomings of macroeconomic work on competitiveness, and one of his work’s strengths is to move
beyond the unrealistic simplicity of models dealing
with just a few input factors. Some critics (Davies
and Ellis 2000) argue that Porter’s expansion of factors underlying competitiveness is nothing new, that
he has merely repackaged issues from earlier economics debates for a business/policy audience. Such
repackaging is common among successful academic
models and not a source of concern in itself. However, the move away from simpler economic models
to a more qualitative and systemic approach also
brings three more serious criticisms.
The ªrst is that, by mixing in so many other factors, Porter’s theory loses sight of the major sources
of comparative advantage for developing countries;
particularly of low-cost labor (Davies and Ellis 2000).
In his advice about upgrading, he may therefore—
wastefully and prematurely—be advising developing
countries to move away from the roots of their advantage. There may or may not be validity in this
criticism in other sectors but in software it seems
unlikely that cost is the “elephant in the room,” so
large a factor that everyone ignores it. Not only is it
easy to build in to competitive advantage analysis,
as seen above, but there is explicit evidence from
both software vendors and clients that cost is only
one among a number of issues shaping sectoral decisions. It is also fairly clear that India’s software sector upgrading has helped rather than hindered its
competitive position.

13. A little surprisingly, Porter skirts around some challenges posed in operationalizing the diamond when presenting
sectoral analyses in chapter 5 of The Competitive Advantage of Nations, because he does not systematically follow the
diamond in structuring his work but instead adopts a hybrid structure that mixes diamond determinants, nondiamond
factors, and chronology. This may be for reasons of readability because as may be noted in this paper, wading through
an exhaustive list of factors can, for the reader, be somewhat exhausting.
14. Chance is also somewhat unclear: it was used above—not really appropriately—to lay out general sectoral context,
which might be better presented as part of a general introductory analysis.
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The second criticism is more difªcult to refute:
that Porter’s theory lacks predictive power. Porter
(1990, 175) claims the diamond is “a tool for
predicting future industry evolution,” and he includes some (rather varied) predictive material in his
case analyses. Yet overall, the theory is much stronger as a post hoc tool for historical analysis rather
than as a pre hoc tool for futurology. Predictive
power is undermined because of what has—not
unreasonably—emerged from Porter’s inductive approach to theory building:

• The inclusion of chance as an inºuence on
competitive advantage because, by deªnition,
chance events cannot be predicted.

• The fuzziness over the sign of variables. For example, both factor presence and absence and
both large and small domestic markets are argued as sources of advantage in different situations. Porter does provide guidance that any
weakness should offer neither too much nor
too little pressure and that other determinants
such as supportive home demand, sustained
commitment, and the right institutions, do
need to be in place. But overall, how does one
know which particular impact a variable will
have in future?

• The complexity of the model with its systemic
inter-relations and dynamism that make it very
hard to foresee how a particular combination
of current factors will emerge in future.
Yet, although Porter’s work may be predictively
weak in a speciªc sense—and it had little to offer
about where India’s software industry may be
headed—he does offer a fairly clear generic
“roadmap” for sectoral development. From this
some quite speciªc prescriptions for both government and industry could be drawn out for software
sector development, meaning that his theory is not
just for historical analysis. Prescriptive strength may
thus partly compensate for poor predictive power.
There is ªnally the more minor point that Porter
does treat competitive performance as a dependent
variable. Yet, in practice, the relationship between
performance and “determinants” is two-way: determinants shape competitive performance but performance also impacts structures, resources and
processes (Buckley et al. 1988). Thus, for instance,
India’s software success draws more skilled labor
and capital into the sector, increases rivalry, and
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even shapes demand. However, this can be incorporated readily into discussion of determinants once it
is recognized.

This discussion ends with three further issues on
which Porter’s theory can be criticized that are less
tractable and that, it is argued, require some
modiªcations to the theory if a full understanding of
software (and other IT) sector competitiveness in developing countries is to be achieved.
The Role of Government
Some critics make quite a fuss about what they see
as the underemphasis given to government’s role by
Porter, wanting his model to be amended by incorporation of government into the diamond (van den
Bosch and de Man 1994) or even by giving government its own diamond (Kyeong and Ho 1999).
On the basis of the Indian software evidence,
one could argue both for and against the idea that
government intervention has directly created competitive advantage for the Indian software industry
(as opposed to Porter’s view that government
inºuence can only be indirect via the four determinants). Ultimately, though, this may just be a matter
of semantics: what is clear is that government policy
has indeed, as Porter claims, been “an important
inºuence on competitive advantage.” He is certainly
no mainstream neoliberal and is more akin to the
“business-in-development” mindset, for instance, allowing for competitive beneªts from both infant industry protection and certain regulatory standards.
Perhaps more useful to consider is the danger
that Porter’s work on policy is too concerned with
prescription and content (i.e., with laying out the
“menu” of interventions that are required to upgrade sources of competitive advantage). Alongside
content, though, policy prescriptions for IT sectors
should also consider (Heeks and Nicholson 2004):

• Structural capacity and relations: the need for
autonomous and capable state agencies with
IT sector responsibilities, combined with a
strong representative body for the ªrms in that
sector and a mechanism for robust interaction
between these two groups.

• Processes: the need for ºexibility, learning, and
iteration within the institutions of sectoral intervention.
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Of course, in light of the comprehensive nature of
Porter’s work, both of these issues do receive at
least a glancing mention but there does not seem to
be recognition of the possibility that content of interventions may be less important than the capacity
to observe and react to the impacts of interventions
and contextual changes that beset the IT sectors of
developing countries.
Upgrading and Innovation
This issue of government is an instance of a broader
criticism of Porter’s theory, that—despite its very
great length—it tends to provide a general sense of
the “what” of structure and process rather than
speciªc details of the “how” (Grant 1991). Thus, for
example, while accepting that Porter makes constant reference to the need for processes of upgrading and innovation, one can argue that he does not
satisfactorily explain how this happens. Indeed, one
could further argue that there is a strongly misplaced emphasis in Porter’s work: he focuses mainly
on analysis of the determinants and inºuences on
competitiveness. Yet, as he makes clear, what actually matter over time are the determinants of upgrading competitiveness and of innovation. These
determinants may be similar but they are not the
same, and yet Porter only very brieºy (1990, 560–
61) looks at the determinants of upgrading and innovation.
Hence, in general terms, there is an argued need
for greater detail about processes of innovation,
learning and knowledge transfer, and about how relations between actors develop to facilitate these
processes (Dayasindhu 2002; Wignaraja 2003). This
requirement has at least two particular implications
of relevance here.
First, in studying any IT sector, there is a need for
greater detail on how IT ªrms upgrade and innovate. At present, at least in the software sector,
there are still strong disagreements on this, with tactics lying on a continuum of perspectives from “software as art” to “software as science,” which can
prescribe tactics that range from “throw away the
rulebook” (Patching and Chatham 2000) to the “by
numbers” approach of techniques such as the capability maturity model.
Second, Porter does cover developing countries
but, as he admits (1990, 675), focuses on those
countries like Korea and Singapore that have already
moved some way along the road to industrialization.
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The scope of enquiry needs to be broadened to
cover the tactics used by ªrms in all developing
countries. For those IT ªrms in contexts of very limited demand, these may have to include tactics of
generating demand and diversifying into alternative
businesses (Garcia-Murillo 2004).
The Local and the Global
Despite the fact that Porter roots his work explicitly
within the context of internationalization, he has
been criticized for his handling of this (e.g., Rugman
1992). Some of the criticisms can be deºected a little because of the way in which Porter deals with
developing countries. Accusations that he focuses
too exclusively on the domestic situation are addressed (albeit only once) by Porter’s (1990, 146) acknowledgment that competition in international
markets can substitute for absent domestic rivalry.
Criticism that he sees inbound foreign direct investment as essentially a “bad thing” (Davies and Ellis
2000) is not borne out in Porter’s analysis (1990,
678–80) of the role of foreign direct investment in
developing countries, where his view is quite balanced and incorporates many potentially positive
roles for multinationals. Other criticisms have also
been slightly acknowledged: the 1990 framework
treats domestic ªrms as those of the country of origin; later versions (e.g., Porter 2001, 2004) include
subsidiaries of multinationals based in the country,
and changes the notion from “local ªrms” to “locally-based ªrms.”
Nevertheless, Porter’s theory still struggles to deal
with the international dimension of competitive advantage. In theoretical terms, we can see an unmistakable difªculty in dealing with multinationals in
developing countries since they are all “bidomestic”:
being part of domestic industry in both their home
and overseas location. In practical terms, it is international linkages—especially with markets and customers in the United States and, to a lesser extent,
Europe—that have been a key factor underlying the
Indian software industry’s competitive advantage
(Heeks and Nicholson 2004). Some aspects of these
linkages—the importance of global demand and the
catalytic role of Indian managers abroad—were levered into various categories of the diamond determinants discussed above. Other aspects, though,
were not included in the understanding of competitive advantage: the broader role of the Indian diaspora, Indian investments overseas, and the building
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of international trust and reputation both within
speciªc client-developer relations and more broadly
as a “brand image” of India as a software location.
Different authors have proposed different ways
to deal with this shortcoming of Porter’s theory. For
example, Rugman and D’Cruz (1993) develop and
apply a “double-diamond” model that they believe
will work wonders by combining a relatively standard domestic diamond with an international one
that considers input factors, demand and other linkages provided by international connections to the
domestic sector. Other developments take this even
further, seeking to move beyond the strong domestic emphasis of domestic models such as Porter’s
theory and related ideas such as business systems
theory (Whitley 1992) and national innovation systems theory (Lundvall 1992). One example is global
commodity chain theory, which offers a central focus on the institutions, relations, and processes of
global connections (Gerefª et al. 1994).
However, such radical surgery seems unnecessary,
even for the strongly globalized Indian software industry. Other studies of that industry suggest more
modest amendments. Kapur and Ramamurti (2001)
propose addition of “U.S. demand conditions” to sit
alongside the weak interactions to domestic demand conditions. Heeks and Nicholson (2004) do
not use Porter’s model as their starting point, but
their work can be read as just adding international
demand/linkages to Porter’s framework as a ªfth
determinant.

When questions arise about the IT sector in developing countries, then frameworks drawn from literature on competitiveness have a role to play.
Speciªcally, this paper has made use of Porter’s theory of competitive advantage and has shown it has
a contribution to make in answering at least three
types of research question:

• Is this sector competitive?
• Why is this sector competitive?
• What can be done to improve or continue this
sector’s competitiveness?
That contribution was demonstrated in relation to
India’s software sector; a sector that does have some
particular features not found in most developing
countries, such as its being a ªrst-mover among
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“follower” nations, its strong export emphasis, and
its relative competitive success. These features, however, do not make any great difference to the applicability of Porter’s model, which has been used for
analysis of software sectors in other developing
countries (e.g., Quarshie 2002; UNCTAD 2004). Further work would be required for conªrmation, but it
is likely that the amendments to Porter’s theory suggested in the previous section would also be valuable for analysis of competitive advantage in other
IT sectors and in other developing countries.
Of course, there will be differences between
countries. Analysis of the Indian case suggested that
key sources of competitive advantage were: ever-improving advanced skills, rivalry, clustering, and government vision/policy. Only competitive analysis of
other countries will show whether these apply elsewhere. In addition, given the relative lack of success
of software industries in many other developing
countries, the second question above might need to
be amended to, “Why is this sector not competitive?” Alternatively, the recommended comparative
approach could be used, amending the question to,
“Why is country X’s IT sector less competitive than
country Y’s?”
This paper has focused on application of competitive advantage theory to the software sector. However this theory will have broader value to
development informatics research: it can be used,
for example, to analyze any of the initially identiªed
IT sectors: hardware, telecommunications, IT training, back-ofªce processing, and other types of IT-enabled services. We can summarize other aspects of
its applicability in development informatics research
using Figure 10. This shows that competitive advantage theory will be most applicable to “upstream”
research questions related to the development and
production of ICTs, rather than to “downstream” issues of the technologies’ diffusion, application, and
impact. It also shows the theory is most applicable
to research focused on individual economic sectors,
with some application to nations or individual
organizations, but little value to research taking a
whole-world or individual-person perspective.
One can also note the different ways in which
Porter’s ideas can be applied. In this paper, we have
demonstrated a fairly comprehensive approach that
works through all elements of the theory and does
not stray from the one theory, but there are other
approaches. The advanced analysis used here provided additional insights into the value of clusters
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Figure 10. Applying competitive advantage theory in development informatics research.

and into a dynamic perspective that facilitated strategic prescriptions. However, just the basic “diamond” analysis can be used instead, for example, as
the partial basis for a SWOT analysis or to provide
the background or context to other types of strategic analysis.
In summary, then, Porter’s theory of competitive
advantage is a tool of demonstrated value to ICT4D
researchers. It can be applied to research on any IT
sector and to a variety of research questions about
past, present, and future performance of that sector,
including issues of poor performance, comparative
performance, and strategic actions to improve performance. It does require some modiªcations to account for the speciªc realities of IT sectors in
developing countries, but these do not undermine
the central research value of the theory. ■
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